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Document objective 
This document describes the experimental program and how tests should be performed. The data 
storage plan may be adapted during testing. When all data has been obtained, the data storage plan 
should be updated to the data storage report. In the data storage report, the data is described so that 
others may use them. 
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1 Objectives 
The objective of the tests reported in this document is to obtain validation data for a numerical model 
for ice force and refine the present model that accounts for the different ice drift direction. 
 

2 Experimental setup 

2.1 General description 

A model of icebreaking tanker, Uikku, is fixed with carriage rigidly via a stiff tube. A six component 
load cell is connected with both tube and model to measure the global ice force on the hull. The model 
could move with assistance of carriage at a specific speed. Figure 2.1 shows the configuration of the 
carriage, tube, load cell and ship model. 
 
 

.  
 
 
 

Figure 2.1:  The configuration of model test 
 
The model scale is 31.56. The weight of ship model is 699 kg. The length and breadth at waterline is 
5.03 m and  0.67 m in model scale.  
 

2.2 Definition of the coordinate system 

 
The origin is positioned at 2.58 m from stern in surge and in the middle of starboard and larboard. Due 
to the limited width of ship model, the ‘y-axis ’of six component load cell needs to be aligned 
longitudinally. Therefore, the horizontal y-axis is positive in the direction from stern to bow. The 
horizontal x-axis is positive to the starboard. The vertical z-axis is positive upwards. 
 

2.3 Relevant fixed parameters 

The water depth is kept constant during all tests. The model is also the same 
in all tests. The stiffness of tube is constant. 



3 Instrumentation and data acquisition 

3.1 Instruments 

A six component load cell is used, positioned between the tube and model. The ice force in six degree 
of freedom is measured. During the tests, regular video and photos are used to capture the ice breaking 
and ice accumulation phenomenon. Ice properties at different positions are also measured. 
 
The position of the six component load cell is listed in Table 3.1. 
 
 

Table 3.1: Position of the six component load cell 
Name  x[m] 

 
y[m] 

six component load cell 0 0 
 

3.2 Definition of time origin and instrument synchronization 

Readings of all instruments are logged with one data acquisition system. The readings are sampled with 
107Hz. Data logging starts before the carriage starts moving. 
 
 
 

3.3 Measured parameters 

We measure time series of ice force in 6 degrees of freedom. Video are used to capture the main 
phenomenon in ice-hull interaction process. Photos are used to estimate the ice concentration for model 
tests in broken ice. 
 
 
 

4 Experimental procedure and test programme 
A diary is made of all tests. The diary contains settings of the carriage speed, type of ice, heading angle 
of ship model and relevant observations made during the tests.A test starts when the carriage is at rest 
and the water around model calms down. The data acquisition system is started and then the model is 
started to move with carriage. Data logging automatically stops when the duration of the test has 
passed. Finally, the carriage is stopped. 
 
 
 

Table 4.1: Test programme 
 

Test# Type 
Ice 
thickness(m) 

Carriage 
speed 
(m/s) 

Heading 
angle 
(deg) 

Remark 

6comp_cal4_Fx1 

Calibration  ------- -------  ------- 
 
---------- 
 

6comp_cal4_Fx2 
6comp_cal4_Fx3 
6comp_cal4_Fy1 
6comp_cal4_Fy2 
6comp_cal4_Fy3 
6comp_cal4_Fz1 
6comp_cal4_Fz2 
6comp_cal4_Fz3 
6comp_cal4_Mx1 
6comp_cal4_Mx2 



6comp_cal4_Mx3 
6comp_cal4_My1 
6comp_cal4_My2 
6comp_cal4_My3 
6comp_cal4_Mz1 
6comp_cal4_Mz2 
6comp_cal4_Mz3 
OW201_slow_30deg 

Open water 
------- 
 

0.0356 30 
OW202_high_30deg 0.09 30 
OW203_slow_45deg 0.0356 45 
OW204_high_45deg 0.09 45 
OW205_slow_60deg 0.0356 60 
OW206_high_60deg 0.09 60 
OW207_slow_90deg 0.0356 90 
OW208_high_90deg 0.09 90 
OW209_slow_0deg 0.0356 0 
OW210_high_0deg 0.09 0 
hyda1_201_90deg 

Level ice 
0.033 0.0356 90 

hyda1_202_45deg 0.032 0.0356 45 
hyda1_203_0deg 0.033 0.0356 

0 
0 

hyda1_204ch_0deg 
Channel ice 

------- 0.0356 
hyda1_205ch_0deg ------- 0.09 
hyda1_206_90deg 

Level ice 

0.033 0.09 90 
hyda1_207_30deg 0.033 0.09 30 
hyda1_208_0deg 0.033 0.09 

0 
 

hyda1_209_0deg 0.033 0.18 
hyda1_210ch_0deg Channel ice ------- 0.18 
hyda1_211_0deg 

Broken ice 

0.033 0.09 
hyda1_211b_0deg ------- 0.09 
hyda1_212_90deg ------- 0.09 90 
hyda1_213_30deg ------- 0.09 30 
hyda1_301_90deg_slow 

Level ice 
0.02 0.0356 90 

hyda1_302_30deg_slow 0.021 0.0356 
30 
 

hyda1_303ch_30deg_slow Channel ice ------- 0.0356 
hyda1_304_30deg_high Level ice 0.019 0.09 
hyda1_305ch_30deg_high Channel ice ------- 0.09 
hyda1_306_90deg_high 

Level ice 

0.019 0.09 90 
hyda1_307_45deg_slow 0.02 0.0356 45 
hyda1_308_45deg_high 0.02 0.09 45 
hyda1_309_0deg_slow 0.02 0.0356 

0 
 

hyda1_310ch_0deg_slow Channel ice ------- 0.0356 
hyda1_311_0deg_high Level ice 0.02 0.09 
hyda1_312ch_0deg_high Channel ice ------- 0.09 
hyda1_313_0deg_ultrahigh Level ice 0.02 0.18 
hyda1_314ch_0deg_ultrahigh Channel ice ------- 0.18 
hyda1_315_30deg_high 

Broken ice 
------- 0.09 30 

hyda1_316_45deg_high ------- 0.09 45 
hyda1_317_90deg_high ------- 0.09 90 
 

5 Data post-processing 
The LFX-A 6-Component Transducer manufactured by Kyowa, is a 6 axis load cell capable of 
measuring forces and moments in all 6 degrees of freedom.  Due to the low capacity in yaw moment, 
the moment around the vertical z-axis was not measured by the 6 component force transducer, but by 
an auxiliary load cell, therefore this analogue signal from auxiliary load cell is also included in the 
calibration. To ensure the transducer is calculating the correct values a calibration matrix must be 
experimentally determined.   



Six degrees of freedom were measured for calibration tests in air with the 6-Component Transducer 
fixed to a rigid body.  The series of tests used to determine the calibration matrix worked in the 
following manner; loads were applied in one direction at a time.  There were 6 loading cases measured 
during each calibration test.  These included a zero load case at the beginning followed by 2 kg load, 5 
kg load, 10 kg load and finally another zero load case at the end of each test.  A total of 6 tests were 
conducted in each loading direction (more tests were performed when external disturbances influenced 
the measurements). 
 
To determine which overall calibration matrix from the experiments conducted, the method of least 
squares fitting was implemented on the three calibration matrices obtained during each calibration test.  
Further testing is required to determine which calibration matrix (first overall calibration matrix 
obtained or second) works the best with the model and setup.  
 
The final calibration matrix with dimension 6 by 6 calculated based on the calibration tests is 
 
 
K=[ 1.8822   -0.0117  0.0053  -0.0213   0.5119    1.7275 
      -0.0353   1.8904 -0.0178  -0.4966  -0.0271   -245.97 
      -0.0011   0.0007  1.8090  -0.1119  -0.0191    2.4766 
      -0.00003 0.0056  0.00005 0.0653   0.0001   -3.6395 
      -0.0033  -0.0021 -0.0015   0.00002 0.0659   -4.7463 
       0.0028  -0.0021 -0.0005   0.00065 0.00085 -19.779]; 
 
Suppose the measured ice force signal is denoted by Fv with dimension 6 by n, where n is the number 
of samples. Then the final measured force F should be calculated by 
 

1000* *F K Fv  
 
Where F, Fv are in Newton,Voltage respectively. 
 

6 Organization of data files 
The data files that contain the readings of the instruments are in ASCII format. The naming of 
the files is as follows: [TEST_NAME].txt. An example is: hyda1_201_90deg.txt. 
 
The initial two lines of the files contain the date and time for measurements. The following line is 
sampling frequency in hertz. The next line contain 9 columns, including  the word ‘time’ , ‘x-Force’,
 ‘y-Force’, ‘z-Force’, Mx-Moment, ’My-Moment’, ‘Yaw_LC’, ‘X – Coordinate’ and ’Y 
Coordinate ‘. The dimension of both X – Coordinate and Y Coordinate is meter.  
 
In pricipal,  from X – Coordinate and Y Coordinate measured in earth-fixed coordinate,  the velocity 
can be computed. Unforfornately, the measured X – Coordinate and Y Coordinate go wrong due to 
some technical problems.  
 
The first 3 lines of file hyda1_201_90deg.txt are shown below.  
 
Date:  29.9.2011 
Time:  10:04 
Sampling frequency [Hz]:  107 
 
The following 6 lines of file hyda1_201_90deg.txt are shown below.  Note that not all data columns are 
shown for lack of space. 
 
Time[s]         x-Force[V]         y-Force[V]  
0,000000000000E+0   -2,130738676564E-3   5,630517918390E-3   
9,345794392523E-3   -2,588577462615E-3 4,867596346239E-3 
1,869158878505E-2   -3,504255034717E-3 5,325349289530E-3  
2,803738317757E-2   -3,504255034717E-3 5,783102232820E-3   
3,738317757009E-2   -2,893803319982E-3 4,409843402949E-3  



 
It should be noted that the time series are the gross series including the initial inertial force due to 
model acceleration. But it is small compared the actual ice force. 
 

7 Remarks 
No remarks are necessary. 

 


